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Model TypesModel Types

Reduced Form ModelsReduced Form Models
•• SDE or SDDESDE or SDDE
•• Spot vs. Forward CurveSpot vs. Forward Curve

Structural ModelsStructural Models
•• Usually Partial Equilibrium Models for Usually Partial Equilibrium Models for 

One CommodityOne Commodity



Form Follows FunctionForm Follows Function

Function: Valuation of Contingent Function: Valuation of Contingent 
Claims (which could include real Claims (which could include real 
assets)assets)
•• Reduced Form ModelsReduced Form Models

Function: Understanding Underlying Function: Understanding Underlying 
Determinants of Commodity Price Determinants of Commodity Price 
BehaviorBehavior
•• Structural ModelsStructural Models



ComplementaritiesComplementarities

Structural models can help inform Structural models can help inform 
reduced form modelsreduced form models
In particular, they can help identify In particular, they can help identify 
the kinds of price behaviors that the kinds of price behaviors that 
reduced form models should capturereduced form models should capture
•• Forward curve shapes Forward curve shapes 
•• CorrelationsCorrelations
•• VolatilitiesVolatilities



What Are Commodities?What Are Commodities?

““Commodities” is a catchCommodities” is a catch--all term all term 
applied to a variety of goods with applied to a variety of goods with 
extremely diverse characteristicsextremely diverse characteristics
Usually, “commodity” connotes Usually, “commodity” connotes 
something that is consumable, or a something that is consumable, or a 
basic input into some production basic input into some production 
processprocess
As distinguished from an “asset”As distinguished from an “asset”



Commodities Are DiverseCommodities Are Diverse

There is a danger in thinking of There is a danger in thinking of 
“commodities” as some “commodities” as some 
undifferentiated categoryundifferentiated category
Commodities are very Commodities are very 
heterogeneous, and thus require heterogeneous, and thus require 
diverse modeling approachesdiverse modeling approaches
When all you have is a hammer . . .When all you have is a hammer . . .



A Commodity TaxonomyA Commodity Taxonomy

The Most Basic DivideThe Most Basic Divide
•• StorablesStorables
•• NonNon--storablesstorables (or effectively non(or effectively non--

storablesstorables))

Costs of storage in fact lie along a Costs of storage in fact lie along a 
continuum, and it is perhaps better continuum, and it is perhaps better 
to think of things that are very costly to think of things that are very costly 
to store vs. those that aren’t quite so to store vs. those that aren’t quite so 
costlycostly



NonNon--StorablesStorables

ElectricityElectricity
•• Very costly to store, although hydro Very costly to store, although hydro 

introduces an element of storability into introduces an element of storability into 
some marketssome markets

FreightFreight



A Taxonomy of A Taxonomy of StorablesStorables

Continuously ProducedContinuously Produced
•• Exhaustible (e.g., oil)Exhaustible (e.g., oil)
•• NonNon--exhaustible (e.g., CU, AL)exhaustible (e.g., CU, AL)

Periodically ProducedPeriodically Produced
•• Grains and oilseedsGrains and oilseeds
•• Tree cropsTree crops



Structural Modeling ToolsStructural Modeling Tools——NonNon--
StorablesStorables

In some respects, nonIn some respects, non--storablesstorables are are 
much easier to deal with; dynamic much easier to deal with; dynamic 
programming considerations absentprogramming considerations absent
E.g., PirrongE.g., Pirrong--JermakyanJermakyan
For some nonFor some non--storablesstorables, structural , structural 
models can actually be used for models can actually be used for 
contingent claims valuationcontingent claims valuation
Market price of risk (market Market price of risk (market 
incompleteness)incompleteness)



Some ChallengesSome Challenges
For markets with strong hydro presence, For markets with strong hydro presence, 
there are there are intertemporalintertemporal linkages that linkages that 
require dynamic programming toolsrequire dynamic programming tools
Even primarily fossil fuel driven markets Even primarily fossil fuel driven markets 
are high dimensionalare high dimensional
Oh, if only the whole world were like Oh, if only the whole world were like 
TexasTexas
Still, the one eyed man is king in the land Still, the one eyed man is king in the land 
of the blindof the blind——even a crude structural even a crude structural 
model is likely to be better than feasible model is likely to be better than feasible 
reduced form onesreduced form ones



StorablesStorables ModelingModeling

Storability and other Storability and other intertemporalintertemporal
linkages (e.g., exhaustibility) must linkages (e.g., exhaustibility) must 
be handled by dynamic programming be handled by dynamic programming 
approachesapproaches
Ugh.  The curse of dimensionality Ugh.  The curse of dimensionality 
rears its ugly headrears its ugly head



StorablesStorables——The Easiest CaseThe Easiest Case

Continuously produced, nonContinuously produced, non--exhaustible exhaustible 
commodities are the easiest casecommodities are the easiest case——
recursive methods applicable hererecursive methods applicable here
Empirical results (e.g., NgEmpirical results (e.g., Ng--Pirrong 1994) Pirrong 1994) 
imply that multiple factor models needed imply that multiple factor models needed 
to explain price dynamicsto explain price dynamics
Volatilities and Correlations depend on Volatilities and Correlations depend on 
supplysupply--demand conditions as reflected in demand conditions as reflected in 
shape of the forward curveshape of the forward curve



Some Empirical Work in ProgressSome Empirical Work in Progress

Pirrong (2006) examines copper market Pirrong (2006) examines copper market 
data using a dynamic programming model data using a dynamic programming model 
calibrated to copper market data, and an calibrated to copper market data, and an 
extended extended KalmanKalman filterfilter
Two demand shocksTwo demand shocks——one has very long one has very long 
persistence, another a short half lifepersistence, another a short half life
Can explain some of the dynamics of Can explain some of the dynamics of 
forward curves and inventoryforward curves and inventory
Does an OK job of explaining spot price Does an OK job of explaining spot price 
dynamics, poorer job of explaining dynamics, poorer job of explaining 
forward price dynamics forward price dynamics 



Seasonal Seasonal StorablesStorables

Seasonality presents particular Seasonality presents particular 
modeling challengesmodeling challenges
Unlike continuously produced Unlike continuously produced 
commodities, conditional on demand commodities, conditional on demand 
state and inventory, every day is not state and inventory, every day is not 
the same; November is different the same; November is different 
than Julythan July
Higher dimensionalityHigher dimensionality——more more 
headachesheadaches



A PuzzleA Puzzle

DeatonDeaton--LaroqueLaroque show that show that 
autocorrelations are much higher autocorrelations are much higher 
than storage models predict.  They than storage models predict.  They 
invoke highly invoke highly autocorrelatedautocorrelated demand demand 
shocks as an explanationshocks as an explanation
This doesn’t work for This doesn’t work for seasonalsseasonals



The Puzzle ExtendedThe Puzzle Extended

New crop and old crop prices should New crop and old crop prices should 
exhibit little correlation even if demand exhibit little correlation even if demand 
shocks are highly shocks are highly autocorrelatedautocorrelated
Yet they exhibit high autocorrelationsYet they exhibit high autocorrelations
Moreover, shocks to the expected harvest Moreover, shocks to the expected harvest 
have a big impact on old crop priceshave a big impact on old crop prices——
hard, and perhaps impossible, to explain hard, and perhaps impossible, to explain 
using a basic storage modelusing a basic storage model



Possible ExplanationsPossible Explanations

Need some additional source of Need some additional source of 
intertemporalintertemporal linkage linkage 
Spatially dispersed inventoriesSpatially dispersed inventories
Intermediate good inventoriesIntermediate good inventories
•• Incorporating these possibilities Incorporating these possibilities 

increases dimensionality, and the increases dimensionality, and the 
resulting models are very difficult to resulting models are very difficult to 
solvesolve

IntertemporalIntertemporal substitutionsubstitution



Other ChallengesOther Challenges

Due to high transportation costs, Due to high transportation costs, 
spatial issues are crucial in spatial issues are crucial in 
commoditiescommodities——the centrality of the the centrality of the 
basisbasis
This adds dimensionality which This adds dimensionality which 
overwhelms our existing structural overwhelms our existing structural 
modeling capabilities, and which modeling capabilities, and which 
existing reduced form models can’t existing reduced form models can’t 
capturecapture



More ChallengesMore Challenges

Extant models typically focus on one Extant models typically focus on one 
or two decision margins (e.g., or two decision margins (e.g., 
inventory and output)inventory and output)
Over longer time horizons, other Over longer time horizons, other 
adjustments possibleadjustments possible——notably, notably, 
capitalcapital
Modeling longer term price behaviors Modeling longer term price behaviors 
is thus even more difficultis thus even more difficult



Another ComplicationAnother Complication

Extant models typically assume Extant models typically assume 
perfect competitionperfect competition
However, market powerHowever, market power——
manipulationmanipulation——has impacted prices in has impacted prices in 
many commodity marketsmany commodity markets
This has implications for price This has implications for price 
dynamics, and hence for derivatives dynamics, and hence for derivatives 
valuation and risk managementvaluation and risk management



Some Basic LessonsSome Basic Lessons
Commodities are an attractive field of study Commodities are an attractive field of study 
because fundamentals are relatively transparent because fundamentals are relatively transparent 
(as compared to FX, for instance)(as compared to FX, for instance)
But . . . We have only taken the first steps But . . . We have only taken the first steps 
towards understanding how these fundamentals towards understanding how these fundamentals 
translate into price dynamicstranslate into price dynamics
We also know that commodity price behaviors We also know that commodity price behaviors 
(and especially forward curve dynamics) are very (and especially forward curve dynamics) are very 
rich, and that existing reduced form models fail rich, and that existing reduced form models fail 
to capture salient features of these behaviorsto capture salient features of these behaviors



Where Are We?Where Are We?

There’s a lot more that we don’t There’s a lot more that we don’t 
know than we do knowknow than we do know
The dimensionality of commodity The dimensionality of commodity 
markets is highmarkets is high
This dimensionality is a major This dimensionality is a major 
obstacle to advancing our obstacle to advancing our 
understandingunderstanding
We need an acceleration in Moore’s We need an acceleration in Moore’s 
Law!Law!



And the Good News Is?And the Good News Is?

There’s a lot of interesting research There’s a lot of interesting research 
yet to be done!yet to be done!
Commodities are getting newfound Commodities are getting newfound 
respect from academics and respect from academics and 
practitionerspractitioners
Conferences like this one are an Conferences like this one are an 
essential component to moving this essential component to moving this 
research forwardresearch forward


